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Abstract

He Makes the Figs Our Mouths to Meet investigates the relationship between the
painted image and the cast subject. By compressing the visual contradictions of
pictorial and physical space, my work argues for a simultaneity of conditions and
emotions. I am interested in how two material realities can hybridize to produce a
new, unanticipated, reimagined self-portraiture. This thesis contextualizes my recent
works within historical frameworks and discourses including other artists’ writings
and artworks, philosophies of abjection, feminist and queer theories of embodiment,
poetry, film, and stream-of-consciousness memoir.
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The collection of work in He Makes the Figs Our Mouths to Meet and Throws the
Melons at Our Feet investigates the relationship between the painted image and the cast subject.
Each work brings together two or more objects and images into one perceptual experience. By
compressing the visual contradictions of pictorial and physical space, my work argues for a
simultaneity of conditions and emotions. I find orientation and perception endlessly fascinating
phenomena in painting, not only for their relationship to optics and the mechanics of the eye, but
for their wider connotations in culture, politics, sexuality, and selfhood. I experience the cast
form of the human body as an autonomy-ambiguous object, one that struggles against a clear
delineation between outer world and inner life1 and something ripe for metaphor and allegory.
Mold-making, casting, and repeating discrete areas of the body engenders an uncanniness, an
odd sensation of the always already present, 2 in part due to their disconnection from an original
whole and especially because most of the casts are of my own body. The images I choose to paint
are similarly collected and fragmented from a web of contexts that conflate diaristic intimacies
and the public realm. In combining painting and bas-relief surfaces, I am interested in how two
material realities can hybridize to produce a new, unanticipated, reimagined self-portraiture. This
thesis contextualizes my recent works within historical frameworks and present discourses
including other artists’ writings and artworks, philosophies of abjection, feminist and queer
theories of embodiment, poetry, film, and stream-of-consciousness memoir.
My relationship to these interests began to unfold through my training as a
printmaker. There are a wealth of connections between printing through a press and casting into
molds: both processes shape liquids into form and transfer surface information. They also have
integral histories in industrialized production and mass consumption. I see their residue still in
the evolution of vision- and touch-based technologies. As I worked in print shops, I also began
making small figurative sculptures out of clay, plastics, and paper that became references for still
life paintings. The experience of translation inherent to painting from observation creates a
fascinating triangulation between the object in space, the objecthood of the painting, and the
subject or an artist’s consciousness. When making these paintings, and when things were going
1
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Richard S. Field, “Sentences on Printed Art,” 171.
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good, edges of my senses could slowly slip and a bizarre sensation would bubble up in me. The
material realities of my own body (my eyes, my hands, my bowels), the physical paint, and the
inanimate figure would meet like triplets speaking in chorus. Now, my work enmeshes painted
and printed images into casts made of plaster.
A main interest of mine is the potential for transformation in matter and the wide
range of permutations a specific body can assume as it moves through time. This mutability of
form is also a philosophy of becoming. The casting process embodies indexes of change as well:
each iteration can be squished, pinched, cut, bent, or warped and then cast again. I often press my
hands and fingers into the plasticine clay (the material I use to make into molds) that bears the
impression of skin so that through repetition, pressing into and pulling out of the casts becomes
physically embedded into the painted surface.3 I primarily use my sense organs in each piece
because I think of them as little apertures that blend the outside and the inside. Perhaps they also
help reveal the illusion of such a distinction. This threshold reminds me of what the writer Zadie
Smith calls “cross-epidermal reanimation”4 to describe the experience of writing fiction and the
attempt, however naïve, to inhabit another’s psyche with all the messy projections and mistakes
that come with it. In reproducing parts of my body into many poor copies across various works, I
aim to disperse a sense of selfhood and the myth of an individual essence. At the same time, I see
my work grounded in a tradition of portraiture. There is also an irony and perverse pleasure I
find, as a queer man, in giddily cloning myself over and over. This capacity of flux finds echoes
in the essay “In Defense of the Poor Image” by the filmmaker Hito Steyerl. She describes the
low-resolution digital image as a debased shapeshifter but not without consequence:

These images have become travelers, constantly shifting their resolution and format,
speed and media, sometimes even losing names and credits along the way. The poor
image is no longer about the real thing—the originary original. It is instead about its
own real conditions of existence: about swarm circulation, digital dispersion,
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fractured and flexible temporalities. It is about reality. One could of course argue that
this is not the real thing, but then —please, anybody— show me this real thing.5

The popularization of the Internet coincided with my personal experience through
adolescence and I am often baffled by the way this mediation has impacted my work. Simulated
life has put even more pressures on representational modes of art-making and I feel this in my
impulse to work directly with analogue processes.6 When approaching an artwork, the traveling,
near-anonymous pixels Steyerl describes are what is on my mind, and I fuse these poor images
with part-objects, creating a kind of Frankenstein-like collage. I pull from a wide variety of
deliberately disparate images: a pineal gland illustration from Descartes’ Treatise on Man from
the seventeenth century, the filmmaker Agnès Varda’s dyed red hair (from a picture taken a few
days before she died), a tee shirt with DYKE spelled out in 1990s primary colors. These
culturally specific pictures are included alongside the everyday: fruit skins, moth wings, human
hands, and streams of light. I collapse modes of imaging, entangling the casual with the
communal. For me, these are representations that are always already present, transformed from
the world so they may move through and in me as a kind of digestion.
In Kudzu Gardener (Fig. 1), I combined oil paint and UV inkjet printing on plaster
casts of my face, tiled into a grid. Years ago, I had been given a silver gelatin print by my friend
Megan Ledbetter and was struck by the story behind the photograph. It depicts her
grandmother’s backyard in the American South, overgrown with the kudzu vine, an invasive
plant originally introduced from Japan to prevent soil erosion. The inherent irony of the plant, its
slow progression from a solution to a problem without a solution, its status as an “American”
image imported a century ago, struck me as an analogy worth mining. I re-photographed the
print using a digital camera, placing it on a cutting mat. The grid of the mat mimics the grid of
faces, which mimics the small bright pixels scattered across the surface of the painting. I then
squeezed plaster in acid yellows into the gaps of the tiles: body and image ooze out from within.
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Fig. 1: Kudzu Gardener, Oil paint, UV print, plaster, epoxy on wood panel, 19 x 25.5 in., 2020
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Fig. 2: Videodrome, dir. David Cronenberg, 1983
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Like a television screen made of fungus and moss, I envision Kudzu Gardener as a way to
embody the digital and to digitize embodiment. David Cronenberg’s film Videodrome (Fig. 2)
from 1983 captures a similarly hallucinatory and grotesque transformation of the self but with
generative and destructive effects, creating a dynamic dialectic between the two.
The profound but delightful weirdness of being in a body is what drives me to paint;
the skin is the social organ where air and self converge. I was a greedy kid growing up. I
obsessively collected small groups of similar things like toy cars and action figures. I was greedy
for desire too. Using my own body in the work feels vulnerable in part because it invites
projections and expectations of self-disclosure and confession from the artist. As someone who
grew up in the Catholic Church, I am more interested in the play of the unreliable narrator as an
actor and one that changes from scene to scene. The paintings are not always meant to reveal
something, but to stutter and fumble into being. In the midst of this, I see the part-body casts
wrestling to own the situation of their fetishistically stylized representation, a struggle I believe
is on the mind of most artists who represent the figure. Through fragmenting my body, moldmaking and casting complicates the provenance to my absolute body, making literal what the
political scientist Jane Bennett describes in the etymology of the word “absolute,” ab meaning
off and solver meaning to loosen: that which is loosened off and on the loose.7
I find a connection between this loosening, or casting off, of the body and the abject
sculptures of Paul Thek. His entire oeuvre seems to realize an interest in a body’s capacity for
porousness, no doubt due to his experience of the AIDS crisis (He died from AIDS-related illness
in 1988). One work in particular, Untitled (Hand with Ring) (Fig. 3) from 1967, is a cast of the
artist’s hand reaching skyward on a plinth supporting the lone appendage. Reminiscent of the
camp horror movie trope of the zombie emerging from his grave, the digits are painted in
luminous, psychedelic colors that somehow feel both geological and otherworldly.8 This
phenomenon of blurring outside and inside has political connotations; the institutional and
structural dismissal of queer people and people of color during the AIDS epidemic is a crucial
aspect of Thek’s creative output. Is this sculpture an elegy? A way to rehearse becoming a ghost?
7
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Fig. 3: Paul Thek, Untitled (Hand with Ring), 1967. Wood, plaster, paint, and metal,
7 5/16 × 4 1/2 × 4 1/2 in. Collection of Ed Burns. Photograph by Gary Mamay. ©
The Estate of George Paul Thek; courtesy Alexander and Bonin, New York.
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These are questions I feel both Thek and I are asking. Untitled (Hand with Ring)
speaks to what the sculptor Charles Ray describes as seeing one’s “entire temporal shape” 9 in the
practice of sculpture. This temporal shape of fleshy abjection is made all the more compelling as
the cast has no edition. It is a singular object, a record of his hand in a particular shape at a
moment in time, not unlike a photograph. In my mind, this loops back to the Fayum mummy
portraits of Egypt and the Cueva de las Manos hand prints of Argentina in the compulsion to give
life a frame. Contemporaries of Thek, artists Roni Horn and Félix González-Torres, also
employed the metaphoric body double in their parallel practices, best seen in two pieces made in
explicit conversation with one another: Untitled (Placebo—Landscape—for Roni) (Fig. 4) from
1993 and Gold Mats, Paired—for Ross and Félix (Fig. 5) from 1994.
This doubling effect, or what I would call trans-materialization, is also explored in the
elliptical writing of Anne Carson. In her prodding of Proust’s In Search of Lost Time, she
characterizes the double as a subject (though often treated as an object) of simultaneous
obsession and alienation. Albertine, a character in the novel Proust wrote as a disguised version
of his real life chauffeur and crush, Alfred, is at times described by Carson as a surreal flurry of
form, an elastic hallucination:

The pictorial multiplicity of Albertine evolves gradually into a plastic and moral
multiplicity. Albertine is not a solid object. She is unknowable. When he brings his
face close to hers to kiss she is ten different Albertines in succession.10

My practice seeks to see what painting can do with me, not necessarily what I can do
with it.11 Unlike Marcel in the novel, I want to see these ten different Albertines become
material. Surrealist painting and sculpture from the early twentieth century sought to interrupt
habitual behaviors and thoughts in a similar way. My aim is to create a lively and surprising
relationship between sourced pictures and the modeled surfaces on which they are painted.
9
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Fig. 4: Félix González-Torres, Untitled (Placebo—Landscape—for Roni), 1993.
Candies, individually wrapped in gold cellophane, endless supply. Overall dimensions
vary with installation. Ideal weight: 1,200 lbs. © The Estate of Felix Gonzalez-Torres;
courtesy Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York.

Fig. 5: Roni Horn, Gold Mats, Paired—for Ross and Félix, 1994. Gold, 49 x 60 x
.0008 in. each. Edition of 3. © Roni Horn; courtesy Art Institute of Chicago.
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While combining both personal and external narratives, the paintings in
He Makes the Figs are more interested in seducing the viewer than in relating coherent plot
points. Rather than adhering to a linear logic, each painting attempts to warp temporal reality and
to unearth a presence and consciousness. Each reworking and transformation carries with it the
chains of associations of previous paintings, enriching and encircling the new version with ghostlike reverb, while altering and often obscuring an order of preference linked to the authority of
the original source.12 I hope this imbues the ur-subjects I make with an efflorescence: somatic
doppelgängers whose very difference in each iteration accounts for a change in orientation. The
depth of field widens and opens up to perversion, lucidity, and experimentation as a means to
reimagine the self and the world.
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Albertine’s Tattoo, Oil paint, urethane resin, plaster, epoxy on wood panel, 31 x 43.5 in., 2020
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Vija Celmins, To Fix the Image in Memory, 1977-82. Stones and painted bronze,
eleven pairs (one pair pictured). Overall dimensions variable. © Vija Celmins;
courtesy Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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